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Abstract. In this paper, we present a global computer science approach to deal with
parallel computations. The proposed approach consists in managing at the same level
either multithreading or distributed strategies, whatever the computation may be. The
integration of the concept is held in a Java framework which proposes both, a pure
object-oriented paradigm and, convenient libraries to deal with threads management
and communications schemes. The approach is illustrated on a domain decomposi-
tion method for a Navier-Stokes flow.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we present the key ideas of a Java application to a finite element code.
This approach is based on the reusability of code and the portability of application
in the case of parallel application. The key idea of the developments is that the par-
allel algorithms are programmed within the application using a single programming
concept and a single language. In classical approaches, the programming language
(C, C++, Fortran) is associated to additional libraries such as PVM or MPI. Exist-
ing libraries in the Java environment are used here. Thus, the maintenance of the
application is made easier, which is important from an industrial point of view. The
proposed approach offers the advantage of a high level of reusability of the different
parts of the code whatever the computational strategy is. The consequence of it is a
high reliability of the software for domain decomposition methods. This reliability is
obtained through a classical object-oriented paradigm which allows the programmer
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to separate the management of finite elements data, the solution algorithms, the man-
agement of different processes and the communication schemes.
In section 2, we give a state of the art for Java applications in Computational Me-
chanics that most often includes parallel computations. In section 3, we described
two different implementations of an overlapping Schwarz domain decomposition
method within the same finite element code. In section 4, we give a numerical appli-
cation that has been run using the same code on different systems.
2 Java in Computational Mechanics
Until now, most of the developments in Java computational mechanics have been
considered by the computational science community, in general concerned by par-
allel computations. In the domain of numerical computations, Java retained some
attention for its networking capabilities and its Internet easy portability. E.g. in [1], a
trivial application based on a boundary element method has been developed. Similar
developments may be found directly on the Internet, including basic finite element
applications, such as in [2] for an application of fracture mechanics. In the compu-
tational mechanics community, Java is often considered as a simple tool to produce
applications on the Internet and/or to effectuate computation on the network. For ex-
ample, Java kind technologies are often used to couple and manage traditional codes
written in C/C++/Fortran. This permits the developers to use ancient codes or part
of code in coupled applications. A consequence of it is to keep a real computational
efficiency. E.g. in [3], an interactive finite element application based on a coupled
C++/Java is described. Comparative tests with FORTRAN and C are conducted on
small problems using direct solvers based on tensor computations; this aims at illus-
trating the high efficiency computational potential of Java. In [4], the development
of GUIs is put in prominent position on an unstructured mesh generator. In [5], the
Java code CartaBlanca is presented. It is an environment for distributed computa-
tions of complex multiphase flows. Based on a finite volume approach, a solution
scheme based on a Newton-Krylov algorithm is described. The code exhibits good
performances. A similar environment has been developed to simulate electromag-
netisms problems in [6]. Both applications show the high potential of the approach
to design more complex and general computational tools in mechanics for example.
These developments exhibit the networking facilities provided in Java. A large num-
ber of publications shows the interest of Java and its efficiency: direct solution of
linear systems [7], FFT and iterative and direct linear systems solvers on Euler type
flows [8], solution of Navier-Stokes flows [9] and [10]. Again, in all these papers,
multiprocesses’ management and networking capabilities of Java are put forward. In
[8], [9] and [11], performances of Java are tested on simple matrix/vector products.
Compared to C/C++ code, only 20 to 30% of efficiency is lost. More recently, the de-
scription of a finite element code in Java was proposed in [12]. The proposed design
remains rather similar to the existing ones based on classical object-oriented ap-
proaches. Nevertheless, this paper shows that it is possible to develop a global code
based on a pure Java approach. The latter can be applied to design large complex
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applications in computational mechanics taking into account complexity in modern
computational mechanics: multiscale, multiphysics and multiprocesses applications.
Firstly, enhanced and homogeneous data organization schemes to deal with com-
plexity are proposed in Java. Secondly, developing a global application in a uniform
environment including all the libraries needed is somehow an attractive idea for sci-
entists and industrials. It is worth noting that similar approaches exist in C# (e.g. see
[15], [16]). This brief analysis shows that even if performances do not achieve the
one of C/C++/Fortran but get close to a certain extent, Java or similar approaches can
be used in computational mechanics including CFD. These strategies offer the main
advantage to design the simulation tools such a way that the technical strategies and
the numerical algorithms are integrated in a seamless way.
3 Schwarz multiplicative multithreaded and distributed
applications
The Schwarz multiplicative algorithm is described in [11]. In Fig. 1, the same de-
composed domain is shown to be solved in a multi-threaded application or in a dis-
tributed application. Solving both problems is made through the same basic code
for the physics and numerical algorithm. A description of the code goes beyond the
scope of this paper and can be found in [13], [17] and [18]. The description of the
multithreaded application is given in [17]. As shown in Fig. 1, the general structure
of the code organization is the same. In the distributed version, the global Schwarz al-
gorithm is managed through a thread located on the computer 1. The algorithm lies in
two points: the management of the domains located on alternative computers and the
communication schemes between these domains located on various computers. The
global management is held by the way of distributed objects. The Java RMI package
is used for that purpose. It permits the programmer to keep a natural and homoge-
neous organization of classes to deal with the domain decomposition algorithm. The
consequence of it is to keep exactly the same structure as in both algorithms, man-
aging real objects in the one case, and distributed objects in the other case. The later
remains seamless for the programmer. The Schwarz algorithm is given in both cases
as follows (programming details are omitted in the following code):
public void solve( )
{
// . . . INITIALIZING OF THE SOLVER
for(int it = 0; (it < maxIteration) && (! iteration.converged() ); it++)
{
for( int color = 0 ; color < 2 ; color++ )
{
int anteColor = ( color + 1 ) % 2 ;
//**************** solution *****************
// SOLUTION BLOCK OMMITED
//*************** exchanges ****************
// EXCHANGES BLOCK OMMITED
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//*****************************************
}
// FINALIZING THE ITERATIONS
// . . .
}
}
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Fig. 1. Multi-threaded application versus distributed application.
The major differences between both approaches remain the initialization phases in
the different threads (solution, exchanges,. . . ). We give here the example of the
thread creation to solve the physical problem for a given domain:
Thread threadii = new Thread ( new Runnable ()
{
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int number = Ni ;
public void run()
{
domains[number].solveSchwarz () ;
}
} ) ;
The variable called domains[number] represents the domain (numbered number) to
be solved at a given time. In the distributed version, the same piece of code becomes:
Thread threadii = new Thread( new Runnable()
{
public void run() {
try {
((ServerDomain) listOfServerDomain.get(indice0a)).solveSchwarz();
} catch (RemoteException e) { }
}
});
In this piece of code, the equivalent domain is called using the code: listOfServer-
Domain.get(indice0a) but the global scheme remains the same. In the first approach,
the domain is located in the same memory space, as in the second approach, it is
located on a separate computer. The lack of efficiency in communication schemes is
the main drawback of the use of RMI distributed objects. The latter is not a problem
for the management of the global Schwarz algorithm but produces a bottleneck when
exchanging data. This is the reason why communications are programmed using the
Socket Java class which a point to point communication scheme. This scheme is im-
plemented at the level of boundary conditions object where the information provided
by the neighbor domain id needed. Once again, only a local modification is needed
within the global framework. For illustration purposes, both schemes are applied to
a Navier-Stokes flow. For programming details in Java, the reader may refer to [19].
4 Numerical application
To illustrate both approaches, we study a Galerkin Navier-Stokes formulation sta-
bilized by adding least-squares type terms. The equations of the problem and the
formulation are presented in Fig. 2. Linearization of the problem is introduced in a
Newton like scheme in the Schwarz multiplicative scheme. A direct linear system
solver based on a Crout decomposition is used to solve the linear system at each
iteration. Note, the same code is compiled once and run on all systems. The multi-
threaded version of code is run on a SGI Altix 16-processors Itanium2 1.3Ghz, 32
Go of RAM. The distributed version is run on a set of simple cluster of PC linked
by a classical network. The code used for both applications is exactly the same. The
global solution algorithm and the boundary conditions in charge of the communica-
tion scheme are of course not the same. The formulation is applied to the computation
of a flow through a set of cylinders shown in Fig. 3. The domain is a periodic layer
of cylinders. Numerical results are given in Fig. 3. First, the pressure contour on a
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typical cell is plotted. Secondly, the mean velocity computed overall the domain is
given with respect to the gradient of pressure over the cell in the direction of the
main flow. The latter represent the homogenized flow through the cylinders. For low
velocities, the relation between the mean velocity and the gradient of pressure is lin-
ear. From a global point of view this can be assimilated to a Darcy’s flow. But as
far as the mean velocity is increasing the linearity disappears. The advection term
is no more negligible and the global flow cannot be assimilated to Darcy’s flow. It
shows the influence of the advection term on the homogenized flow, that cannot any
more considered as a linear Darcy’s flow. Filtration laws could be established such a
way. The same computation has been held using both approaches. From a practical
point of view, we show that the same code can be run on heterogeneous systems.
As both systems are different, we cannot compare the efficiency of both algorithms.
This goes beyond the scope of our qualitative test. We show here that we can easily
switch from a computer to another one without any problem using exactly the same
code and without compiling it. This feature can be very interesting from an industrial
point of view.
Fig. 2. Navier-Stokes model. Initial-boundary value problem and stabilized finite elements
formulation.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented two computational approaches based on the same
numerical algorithm, a Schwarz overlapping domain decomposition method. The
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first approach is a multithreaded approach of the algorithm; the second one is a dis-
tributed version of it. In the first one, which is to be run on a share memory system, no
communication between the domains is needed. The second one is based on two dif-
ferent communication schemes. The first one permits a master to manage the global
Schwarz algorithm based on a classical object-oriented approach for distributed ob-
jects. Communications for data exchanges are implemented using classical sockets.
This point to point communication scheme allows us to achieve efficiency. The im-
plementation is held in Java which ensures the code to be run directly on all the
systems. The same code is run for both applications. The advantages of such an ap-
proach are:
1. from a programmer point of view: a single language and a single approach for
all the algorithms which means simplicity and reliability due to the fact that the
finite element core remains identical.
2. From a user point of view: the same code can be used on heterogeneous systems
depending on the availability of different systems.
We advocate that such an approach may simplify a lot the use of complex systems
for single applications. This opens new tracks in the design of code that can be used
in the context of either a shared memory system or a distributed memory system. In
this context, mixing both approaches within a single application, taking advantage of
the heterogeneous computers systems available at a given time is made possible in a
simple way.
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